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About This Game

Standing/Room scale VR only. HTC Vive or Oculus Touch required.

You have inherited an old pierhead arcade and you have the run of the place.
You can play any game in the arcade as many times as you want by yourself or invite friends into your arcade and play together.

Upload scores from each machine to compete on global leaderboards.

Teleport to any machine in view, no motion sickness.

All games use intuitive 1:1 hand motion to play. Throw a ball by throwing it!

Online and LAN multiplayer

Redeem toys at the gift shop using tickets you've won.

Listen to your favorite tunes on the built-in internet radio player.

Play classic coin-operated games such as:
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Rocket Ball

Basketball

Bowling

Comet Drop

Arctic Shuffle

Super Punch

Binary Dash

Honey Rush

Shooting Gallery

Scarab Toss

Dino Whack

Cannonball Bounce

Rapid Fire

Claw Machine

Zombie Shootout

https://springboardvr.com?game_verification=e108a750-00f4-11e8-be98-530625fa8497
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Title: Pierhead Arcade
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mechabit Ltd
Publisher:
Mechabit Ltd
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2500k

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires HTC Vive or Oculus Touch

English
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Absolute dross. Don't waste your time with it. No originality and no charm.

Someone in Sega had some real brass to call this Sonic 4 when in fact it is a poor attempt to emulate Sonic 2 with levels and
enemies basically using the same tile sets from 25 years ago.

Sonic is slow to get moving which leads to some unfair insta-deaths by getting caught between two platforms that you saw
colliding well ahead of time but simply couldn't move fast enough to avoid. They have also introduced a boss rush at the end
which is tedious and lazy as you only beat those bosses 10-20 mins ago.. This game is always amazing. I love the art style and
direction as well as the voice acting. With the Brave New World pack, it's outstanding. Play it! and never look back.. really
intresting game. I cant speak highly enough about this game! within the first day of purchase I played three hours with a friend.
Honoka best girl. These sons-a-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es reward you for perfecting a boss with an extra, even harder
attack pattern from that boss...
10\/10. How can I check this? I have already purchased it.. This is an excellent physics\/puzzle game based on gravity. Each of
the 9 planets (Pluto is included...) has a different gameplay so you can't get bored and timing is also essential in most levels. If
you are looking for a good challenge, try to 100% the game !. A bit pricey, but still worth to get on a bundle or on sale!. Great
new race, fine story. Not too short, not too long. That's how an expansion should be.
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It has good fatalities for its time and good game in all. Its story reboots the franchise very well including the story on Mk1 2 and
3 then goes to MKX.. Took 9 mins to complete, including the gltiches. It was 50% off but doesnt compare well to similar demos
which are free.

As one reviewer says, the use of space is good, but with clipping the hidden places are not too hidden.

Jump scares are also a bit tame\/lame.. Excellent RPG.. This is THE best indie game this year. The Soundtrack is currated by
one of the best DJ's still in the game. The animation that was done by Jon NG another great artist not new to his craft. It looks
like a comic book and plays like one between sequences, and the keys make it feel like I am playing tony hawk. The Animation
stands out tho, way out there in the way that style matters! Great in game original animation makes the game a clear stand out,
Jon Ng prevails as a master of his craft. The many characters in the game make for a customisation that makes for a good
balence in product, versus playability. In wins in both of those catogorys, and also sets the bar higher for indie game devolpers.
The crew was in a sort, a supergroup of artist, this is something that the community needs more of, colaboration between
people, ideas, styles, and skillsets between and handpicked colaborators who will works well together as friends.
Floor kids is beautiful, fun to play from the GO, and hopefully we see a Floor Kids 2 on the horizion soon, or new additions to
landscape. Hopefully John Ng will also continues his craft thru other games. Style matters.
10/10. I was given this game as a gift and I still felt like I wasted money on it.. [Insert Generic Walrus-Sama Autismic Weeb
Comment Here]
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